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CAMERA BAGS / POUCHES / STRAPS

A Life
with Camera
RED LABEL is a brand created to support
the lifestyle of those who appreciate
high quality products and enjoy work
and leisure to the maximum. Combining
outstanding functionality and quality,
RED LABEL products satisfy the needs of
professional camera users and come in
a variety of colors that enrich various
occasions and settings.

All RED LABEL products are designed and their production supervised by ARTISAN & ARTIST in Tokyo, Japan.

www.redlabel-artisanandartist.com
Follow us on Facebook and Instagram!
Instragram @redlabel.aaa / Facebook: RED LABEL by ARTISAN&ARTIST.

RED LABEL Is
[Introduction] A new brand called RED LABEL is launched by
ARTISAN & ARTIST, a Japanese brand, which embodies outstanding
craftsmanship without compromising to the demand of artists. While
maintaining the unchanged sound quality of ARTISAN & ARTIST,
RED LABEL is designed for active people who enjoy an urban lifestyle.
[Concept] RED LABEL is a brand created for use at various occasions
and settings by people who enjoy their camera life. It offers
sophisticated, urban and casual designs while guaranteeing not only
the functionality that camera users expect but also the highest level of
quality as the conventional ARTISAN & ARTIST products.
[Name] RED stands for “Re-Engineered Design”, and at the same time,
symbolizes the active, aggressive, challenging and energetic image
that the color RED has.

Material
: Sling bag, Messenger bag, Backpack, Pouch

EASY SLIDER System
: Sling bag, Messenger bag, Backpack

: Sling bag, Messenger bag

CORDURA nylon is used as a main fabric for the bags.

Fine and smooth leather is used to enhance the texture.

The shoulder strap uses the Easy Slider system

This densely woven, high-strength fabric provides

The discreetly embroidered logo is a stylish decorative

(registered utility model) which enables quick and easy

maximum durability, long-lasting performance and

accent.

length adjustment. Just slide the D-ring with your finger

water resistant benefits. The fabric also features

to shorten or lengthen the strap in one movement.

enhanced tear and abrasion resistance, making the

*When used as a camera bag, we recommend carrying the RED LABEL

bags a perfect fit for a variety of uses.

bags on your right shoulder as it is easier to access the equipment
without havening to take off the bag from your shoulders completely.
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Single-lens reflex camera
Mid-level body

Special Features
: Sling bag, Messenger bag, Backpack, Pouch

lens

Leica or mirrorless camera
body

lens

PC

We reserve the right to make changes in specifications, range of products, and suggested retail price without advance notice.

: RDS-AC320

: All straps

Size

Strap with a multi-purpose pocket

Tape and Ring Type Attachment

The bag’s capacity can be changed by adjusting the

[RDS-AC320] The multi-purpose pocket is made of

While it is a tape attachment strap, it can be also

hook’s position. It can be locked quickly.

special elastic material and secured by a zipper to

attached to ring type camera by attaching the ring

carry small accessories.

part with leather protection flap.

Sling bag combines comfort and

To reduce the strain of carrying the bag, the

fast access to its contents at the same time. The wide

shoulder strap is affixed with a thick pad. It is

shoulder strap reduces the strain of carrying the bag

possible to carry the bag either on left or right

and makes it comfortable to carry it for long periods

shoulder as the lower part of the shoulder strap

of time. The bag is suitable for an outdoor photo

can be detached and fixed accordingly.

session or any outdoor activity.

The inner partitions can be positioned according

A single lens reflex camera (middle model) and

to the side on which the bag is carried.

one additional lens can be stored inside. It is

The shoulder strap uses the Easy Slider system

recommended to load equipment from the left or

(registered utility model) which enables quick and

right side of the bag as the top part is designed for

easy length adjustment. Just slide the D-ring with

personal items. The 10mm thick inner case securely

your finger to shorten or lengthen the strap in one

protects the items inside. The inner partitions are

movement.

fastened with Velcro tape, making it easy to detach

The rear side of the bag is made of mesh material

them and customize the inner case to suit the camera

and is provided with a thick pad which helps the

and accessories.

bag to fit to the body better and to reduce the

The cushioned compartment can hold a laptop up to

strain of carrying the bag.

13 inches.

By removing the inner case, the camera bag

This

becomes a casual bag.

RDB-SL300
Body Size

W260× H420- 460 × D150mm

Inner Size

W240 × H320 × D110mm

Weight

1,010g

Pocket

2Inner

Strap

Easy Slider System

Material

Nylon, Leather

Color
What fits

Beige,

Brown,

Navy

Mid-level DSLR with lens + Lense
+ MacBook Pro 13 inch Retina
M

13

This fitting body

Messenger bag is

convenient to wear when riding either a bike or a motorcycle.
It is easy to take your belongings in and out of this bag, and
with its many adjustable features, it can be adapted for a
variety of occasions.
A single lens reflex camera (middle model) and two additional
lenses can be stored inside. The 10mm thick inner case
securely protects the items inside. The inner partitions are
fastened with Velcro tape, making it easy to detach them and
customize the inner case to suit the camera and accessories.
The cushioned compartment can hold a laptop up to
13 inches.
There are two front pockets with zippers.
To reduce the strain of carrying the bag, the shoulder strap is
affixed with a thick pad. The shoulder strap can be detached,
and with changing the inner partitions position, the bag can
be carried on either the left or right shoulder.
The shoulder strap uses the Easy Slider system (registered utility
model) which enables quick and easy length adjustment. Just
slide the D-ring with your finger to shorten or lengthen the strap
in one movement.
The rear side of the bag is made of mesh material and is
provided with a thick pad which helps the bag to fit the body
better and to reduce the strain of carrying it.
By removing the inner case and closing the external side
zippers, the bag can also be used as a thin casual bag.
The bag’s capacity can be changed by adjusting the hook’s
position.

RDB-MG300
Body Size

With Inner Case :W390 × H260 - 360× D150mm
Without case and close zipper :W490 × H260 - 360 × D30mm

Inner Size

W340 × H170× D100mm

Weight

980g

Pocket

1Front / 1Inner

Strap

Easy Slider System

Material

Nylon, Leather

Color
What fits

Beige,

Brown,

Navy

Mid-level DSLR with lens + 2 Lenses
+ MacBook Pro 13 inch Retina
M

13

This

Backpack provides substantial

Velcro tape, making it easy to detach them and

space to carry professional-level equipment.

customize the inner case to suit the camera and

The backpack is designed to prevent unused space,

accessories. The removable safety net is provided

be compact while transporting, provide protection

to protect the equipment from falling out.

for the equipment and be highly functional. It can be

The upper part of the bag is designed for personal

used for a photo shooting trip with secure protection

items. There are two inner pockets with zippers.

for the equipment inside.

To reduce the strain of carrying the bag, the

The cushioned compartment can hold a laptop up to

shoulder strap is affixed with a thick pad.

13 inches.

The rear side of the bag is made of mesh material,

The front zippered section is designed to store

and is provided with a thick pad which helps the

equipment. Depending on the position of the inner

bag to fit the body better and to reduce the strain

partitions, the bag can hold a single lens reflex

of carrying the bag.

camera (middle model) with a lens attached and

The belts on the left and right of the bag serve to

three additional lenses as a maximum capacity.

reduce the size of the bag, when necessary, and

The 10mm thick inner case will firmly protect the

also can be used for holding a small tripod when

equipment. The inner partitions are fastened with

travelling. The bag capacity can be changed by
adjusting the hook`s position.

RDB-BP300
Body Size

W285 × H410- 490 × D140mm

Inner Size

W260 × H320 × D105mm

Weight

1,230g

Pocket

1Inner

Material

Nylon, Leather

Color
What fits

Beige,

Brown,

Navy

Mid-level DSLR with lens + 3 Lenses
+ MacBook Pro 13 inch Retina
M

13

These Camera

Pouches have a

folding top part, and the amount of storage
space can be changed by adjusting the
hook`s position.
The partition can be removed and when the
camera body is placed inside, it functions as
a bottom plate.

RDP-NY300

RDP-NY310

Body Size

W165 × H160- 230 × D130mm

Body Size

W155 × H150 - 210 × D115mm

There is a zippered pocket on the rear side.

Weight

175g

Weight

150g

Because the pouches have a top handle,

Pocket

1Rear

Pocket

1Rear

Material

Nylon

Material

Nylon

it is easy to be taken out from a bag, and
convenient to carry around.

Color
What fits

Beige,

Brown,

Navy

Mid-level DSLR with lens or 2 Lenses
M

Color
What fits

Beige,

Brown,

Navy

Mirrorless camera with lens or 2 Lenses

The

Strap is made of soft tape, and

is pleasant to the touch. Because the tape is
quite wide, it reduces the strain of carrying
the camera. It can be also used for single
lens reflex camera.
The strap is made to be narrower by folding
the side parts of the strap inwards to feel
more comfortable to the hands.

RDS-AC300
Size

L820-1,480× W30mm

Termintion tape

W10mm

Weight

35g

Material

Acrylic / Leather

Color

Beige,

Black,

Brown,

Navy,

Red
What fits

Mid-level DSLR

The strap consists of two different color
acrylic tapes laminated together. The color
combinations are stylish and easily match the
latest fashions.
The strap is compatible with mirrorless cameras.

RDS-AC310
Size

L850-1,510× W20mm

Termintion tape

W10mm

Weight

30g

Material

Acrylic / Leather

Color

Black × Red,

Navy × Brown,

Red × Beige
What fits

Mirrorless camera

The strap is made of soft tape pleasant to the
touch. It is compatible with mirrorless cameras.
The multi-purpose pocket is made of special
elastic material and secured by a zipper to
carry small accessories.

RDS-AC320
Size

L820-1480× W25mm

Termintion tape

W10mm

Weight

45g

Material

Acrylic / Leather

Color
What fits

Black,

Navy,

Mirrorless camera

Red

